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This is provided for informational purposes only and does not serve as a 
guarantee of payment. Please refer to your contract/certificate booklet for all 
applicable plan provisions.

How does an individual become eligible to receive STD 
coverage/benefits?
An individual must be enrolled in the STD plan to have coverage. They must 
remain an active full-time employee up until the time the disability begins and 
meet the contractual definition of disability and all other plan provisions.

Guardian’s Group Short Term Disability Insurance is underwritten and issued by The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America, New York,  NY. Products 
are not available in all states.  Policy limitations and exclusions apply. Optional riders and/or features may incur additional costs. This policy provides disability 
income insurance only. It does NOT provide basic hospital, basic medical or major medical insurance as defined by the New York State Department of 
Financial Services. Plan documents are the final arbiter of coverage. Policy Form #GP-1-STD07-1.0, et al. 

How should a claim be submitted?
Guardian provides different methods for submitting an STD claim. An individual should contact their employer resource to 
determine the preferred method for filing a claim.

When should a claim be submitted?
A claim should be submitted after the disability has begun, and when it has been determined that the disability will be long 
enough in duration to qualify for STD benefits. Each STD plan has an elimination period which must be satisfied before 
benefits commence.  

What is an elimination period?
The unpaid period of time (specific to each plan) that must be satisfied prior to the commencement of benefits. 

What can be expected after a claim is submitted?
An assigned STD Case Manager will review all information that is supplied. If additional information is needed, the Case 
Manager will make contact with the appropriate party to obtain that information. If the Case Manager determines that 
there could be a delay in reaching a decision, they will contact the individual to advise of the potential delay.  

How long does it take to reach a decision on a claim?
Each claim is evaluated based on its own merit, and as a result, timeframes for reaching a decision could vary depending 
on the quality of the information supplied. Most claim decisions are made within 5 to 7 business days, provided all 
information is supplied timely and we are successful in obtaining any information that might be lacking. Assuming the 
claim is approved, and a benefit check is issued, mail delivery could vary depending upon where a claimant is located. We 
ask that claimants allow for ample mail delivery time.  
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How often are benefit checks issued and where are they mailed?
Benefit checks are issued either weekly or bi-weekly and typically mailed to the individual’s home address. An employer 
elects the payment frequency at the time the coverage first becomes effective with Guardian. Payments may be interrupted 
while we are awaiting additional information. The individual will be notified of these potential interruptions. For pregnancy 
claims, benefits may be issued in a lump sum payment.

How are disability benefits extended?
If an individual’s disability lasts longer than expected, additional medical information may be needed. As each claim is unique, 
the medical information needed would vary from claim to claim. A physician simply stating that an individual is disabled may 
not be sufficient to extend benefits.

When does the individual’s disability and/or benefits end?
Benefits may end when we determine the individual is able to perform the major duties of their regular job, even if the 
individual chooses not to. Benefit payments may also end if the individual returns to work; the end of the maximum payment 
period; the individual fails to provide continued proof of loss; the individual is no longer under a doctor’s regular care; or the 
individual passes away.

Do we offset or integrate with other sources of income?
Most STD plans will deduct other sources of income for which an individual may be entitled. Some common ones are: State 
Disability, No-Fault, Social Security, Retirement, and other group disability benefits. An individual is required to make 
application for any sources of income to which they may be entitled and should advise Guardian immediately of the status of 
their application.

Which states have mandated state disability programs?
New York, New Jersey, California, Rhode Island, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico have state mandated disability programs. Individuals 
working in these states should consult with their employer to determine how and where a state disability claim should be 
filed. The individual should notify Guardian immediately of the status of his or her application for state disability benefits, as 
the outcome could have a direct impact on the STD benefit amount.

How are benefits paid for maternity claims?
Maternity claims are handled the same as claims for any other illness. Benefits commence after the elimination period has 
been satisfied. Following delivery, continued benefits would depend on the type of delivery and taking into consideration 
reasonable recovery periods. The American Medical Association (AMA) has determined that 6 weeks is a reasonable 
recovery period following an uncomplicated vaginal delivery, and 8 weeks following an uncomplicated cesarean section.  
However, benefits can only be considered for the period of time for which we have medically supported limitations and 
restrictions preventing the individual from performing her job duties. If the individual experiences complications before or 
after delivery, we may require additional medical documentation to substantiate any excessive periods of disability. As 
indicated previously, benefits may be issued in a lump sum payment.

Are there any benefit exclusions under this plan?
Yes. These would be specific to the plan in question.

Are disability benefits taxable?
Disability benefits may be considered taxable and would be dependent on how the disability premiums are paid. If taxable, 
FICA (Social Security and Medicare) tax withholding may be required. The individual may also elect to have Federal Income 
Tax (FIT) tax withheld. Guardian is not required to withhold State and Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) taxes. 
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How does Guardian communicate the benefit amounts for tax reporting?
Explanation of Benefits (EOB’s) are typically mailed with every check and would indicate the benefits paid and taxes withheld. 
Guardian also provides the employer with quarterly and year-end tax reports. This information is also available through 
Guardian’s web portal — www.GuardianAnytime.com. Each employer can choose from one of Guardian’s three STD tax 
reporting options. If an employer determines that the tax option assigned to their plan is incorrect, or the taxation of the 
benefit in inaccurate, they should contact us immediately to make the necessary changes.

What is a pre-existing condition and how does it affect eligibility for benefits?
Some STD plans include a pre-existing condition provision. If applicable, disabilities for a condition(s) that is treated within a 
specified timeframe prior to an individual’s STD coverage effective date, may be considered pre-existing. We may limit or 
exclude benefits for disabilities caused by a pre-existing condition(s) unless the individual was insured for 12 (typically) 
consecutive months.

Are Employee Assistance Program (EAP) services included?
Some plans may include our WorkLifeMatters1 program — check with a Guardian benefits advisor or employer resource to 
see if this applies. With WorkLifeMatters, an individual has access to a confidential employee assistance program through 
Guardian and Integrated Behavioral Health (IBH), ensuring they do not have to face life’s challenges alone. WorkLifeMatters
provides support and guidance for matters that range from personal issues an individual might face, to providing information 
on everyday topics that affect an individual’s life. Connect to a counselor for free support services: 1-800-386-7055 
(Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week) Visit www.ibhworklife.com (User name: “Matters”; Password: “wlm70101”) .

How does an Individual contact Guardian with benefit or claim questions?
For claim questions or status, an individual has the option of calling us toll-free at 800-268-2525, or visiting Guardian’s web 
portal — www.GuardianAnytime.com. If an individual would like to submit claim information, it can be faxed to 610-807-8270, 
sent via email to “group_std_claims@glic.com”, or it can be submitted securely through www.GuardianAnytime.com. Our 
regular business hours are Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM (EST). When contacting Guardian, be sure to have 
the individual’s name, plan number, claim number and any contact information included. 
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1. WorkLifeMatters Program services are provided by Integrated Behavioral Health, Inc., and its contractors. Guardian does not provide any part of 
WorkLifeMatters program services. Guardian is not responsible or liable for care or advice given by any provider or resource under the program.
This information is for illustrative purposes only. It is not a contract. Only the Administration Agreement can provide the actual terms, services, limitations and 
exclusions. Guardian and IBH reserve the right to discontinue the WorkLifeMatters program at any time without notice. Legal services provided through 
WorkLifeMatters will not be provided in connection with or preparation for any action against Guardian, IBH, or your employer.
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